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Principal
Mr Liam King

2020 started as 
an exciting year 
as AISM enjoyed 
celebrating 20 
years of offering 
an outstanding 
Australian 
education in 
Malaysia.

“
“

Liam King
Principal
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2020 started as an exciting year as AISM enjoyed 
celebrating 20 years of offering an outstanding Australian 
education in Malaysia. It also gave us a great opportunity 
to look back so that, as a school, we could continue to 
move forward. In the first two weeks at the Junior School 
and Middle/Senior School Information Sessions we 
outlined our theme for the year, which was ‘Our School, 
Our Future’. This theme was designed to allow us to 
look back and celebrate the history of AISM but at the 
same time look forward and determine the type of school 
we want to be in the future. It was a great opportunity to 
reflect on the positive aspects of AISM, yet at the same 
time identify opportunities for growth and development.

The first few weeks of the year were busy; we celebrated 
Australia Day through a whole school assembly and our 
students performed at the Australian High Commission 
as part of their Australia Day event. We enjoyed the Lion 
Dance as part of Chinese New Year and we welcomed 
back our Distinguished Achievers, as well as inducting 
our new student leaders for 2020. 

However, it wasn’t long before our focus shifted as 
COVID-19 became a focus for 2020 across the globe 
and we deployed our ‘Continuity of Learning’ Program. 
The Movement Control Order (MCO) came into effect on 
March 18 and continued throughout the term as students 
and teachers adjusted to our ‘new normal’. The response 
from our community was remarkable and it was humbling 
to see the support we had for one another during this 
challenging time.

The MCO soon became the Conditional Movement 
Control Order (CMCO) before it became the Recovery 
Movement Control Order (RMCO), which saw us return 
to campus based learning in Term 3. This was a great 
cause for celebration and excitement as we adjusted to 
life back on campus, albeit with some strict Standard 
Operating Procedures that included wearing face masks, 
practising regular hygienic practices and adhering 
to social/physical distancing. Term 3 was a definite 
highlight as things gradually were returning to normal 
and we adjusted to the new restrictions. It allowed us to 

Principal
Mr Liam King

consolidate our learning programs and refocus on the 
path ahead. Term 4 started well with plenty of optimism; 
however, unfortunately it was not long before cases 
escalated further and we returned to a closed campus 
and to our Continuity of Learning Program.

Disruption is an interesting concept and depending on 
your mindset can have positive or negative outcomes. 
Quite often people see disruption as negative, as they 
look back fondly on how things were and resist the 
changes that this disruption can cause. Whereas others 
see it as an opportunity for improvement, to reset their 
goals, enhance efficiency and become more focussed 
on what is important to them. I am very proud that as a 
Community we adopted a positive mindset and saw this 
year as an opportunity to continue to learn and grow.

I am very proud of the approach we adopted as we 
developed a consistent approach that was continually 
reviewed and adjusted based on feedback from students, 
parents and teachers. This approach is consistent with 
the attributes with Visible Learning that is so much part 
of our school and our approach. It has helped build the 
resilience of our students, which will benefit them for 
many years to come.

The end of year is a time for reflection of goals for the 
past year, but it is also an opportunity to first of all take 
a break and then reflect on the year in order to set new 
learning goals for the following year. It is also a time to 
stay safe, try something new to challenge yourself and to 
show gratitude by doing something for someone else.

Learning is a life-long pursuit and I am proud that 
despite the challenges of 2020 we were able to ensure 
continuity in the learning process for our students. 
Under the leadership of the Taylors Group, the AISM 
Senior Leadership Team have capably and competently 
navigated our community safely through the year and 
ensured success for all our learners. As a school we 
have much to celebrate as we conclude 2020. 

We look forward to seeing you all in 2021 as a new year 
begins full of promise and opportunity!!
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Head of Junior
Ms Michelle Chaplin

A tribute to the AISM community 2020 - in a year where 
“Together Apart” is without a doubt a key theme, I would 
like to pay tribute to the teachers, the parents and the 
students...in summary the community that is AISM and 
the reason why we have not just survived but thrived in 
2020.

Almost overnight we have embraced new terminology, 
new ways of thinking and definitely new ways of doing 
things and of learning - who would have thought the 
2020 school curriculum would involve “Mask etiquette, 
handwashing skills, social distancing and online 
connectedness!”

The birth of the “bitmoji" classroom, Gmeet or a Zoom 
party alongside any number of new apps and virtual 
programs has led us to a place where our partnership in 
educating the youth of today is paramount. In 2020 the 
students at AISM achieved learning success due to our 
collaboration, communication and willingness to evolve 
together.

"For all the challenges that the new world of COVID 
has brought us - online learning has probably been 
the most confronting! The partnership between the 
parents, kids and our teachers has been amazing. 
Consultative, immediate and adaptive in developing 
constantly evolving methods that not only work best 
for our technological capacity at home but what 
works best for our individual children."  
 
Kathleen Stoney (Mother of 3)

2020 in many ways has been the year for role reversal 
- children teaching parents, teachers as learners - 
learning how to teach online, communities learning 
better communication methods - everyone becoming an 
expert with an ipad, and making a movie becoming part 
of everyday life! We have all developed different skills. 
A key has been to maintain balance - our Continuity of 
Learning program embraced academic rigour balanced 
with wellbeing and physical activity. Wellbeing hour 
provided time off screen, mindfulness and reading 
activities. Our daily sport challenges made sure we got 

off the screen and out of our chairs and then there were 
our whole school initiatives - from Mothers Day to House 
points to Art competitions - always something to bring the 
family and the community together whilst apart.

"Educating a child is a partnership between school 
and home, and nothing proved this more to me 
than the online learning experience. Even though 
I've always been engaged in Levi's education, I 
never really knew what he did on a day-to-day basis 
at school. Learning from home was a fabulous 
opportunity for me to see the wide array of fun, 
creative and challenging activities set for him by his 
teachers and to get involved when I was needed. 
The working together of all three - child, parent 
and teacher - meant we achieved some really great 
learning outcomes!"    

Jenny Chandra (Year 5 Mum)

As a certified Visible Learning School, at AISM we are 
aware that there are 3 major impacts on learning - the 
Teacher, Feedback and Student knowledge of the 
Learning Intentions and Success Criteria - this became 
the basis for our year. Whether we were on campus or 
online we wanted to maintain teacher connectedness 
- teachers knowing their students really well - through 
some of the most entertaining G Meets from our 3 year 
olds to Year 5, ensuring our feedback was as immediate 
as possible. Seesaw posts were a priority day and night 
-  and absolutely know that our students understood the 
purpose of their activities / tasks.

"The change to our Continuity of Learning program 
has allowed us such a precious opportunity to get 
to know our students in their 'natural habitats', to 
connect with families at a deeper level and to build 
strong partnerships between home and school. 
Using Seesaw has meant that our families are able 
to see all of the learning their child is doing and the 
feedback they receive about next steps the moment 
it happens."

Di McLean (Year 4 Teacher)
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Head of Junior
Ms Michelle Chaplin

"Experiencing the shift to a solely 
‘online’ method of teaching has 
involved a rapid adjustment for, 
not just myself, but all of our AISM 
learners too.  It has been a joy 
to experience the individuality 
presented in the way each 
learner reacts to learning tasks, 
and presents their work.  What I 
found most interesting is the way 
the often quieter learners seem 
to be so much more confident 
through their recorded videos.  
It has been the ‘personalities’ 
I’ve experienced through these 
very individual videos, that have 
helped make me continue to feel 
connected."

Anthony Gredig (Music Teacher)

As I complete my first full year at 
AISM I am bursting with pride - 
proud of our teachers, proud of our 
parents and immensely proud of our 
students - proud of the spirit of AISM 
- Together Apart.

So while at times “The School Has 
Left the Building”, the spirit has 
grown and we will be back stronger 
than ever - see you in 2021!

Michelle Chaplin
Head of Junior School
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Head of Middle & Senior
Mr Ivan McLean

The wonderful achievements and milestones of our 
Middle and Senior Schools at AISM in 2020 are 
celebrated in this Yearbook. There is no doubt that this 
year has required commitment, organisation, patience 
and dedication to education...for students new to our 
school, who have been here for many years, and 
especially to students like Whey Tje Teo who finished 
14 years at the School this year! Our aim has also been 
to ensure that all students have made progress in their 
general education, be it online or in person.

Schools are very busy places and AISM is no exception, 
even during a year of constant lockdowns. There 
have still been a significant number of opportunities 
for enrichment; our students have continued this year 
to engage in a multitude of activities. From academic 
competitions such as THIMUN, to sporting and other 
CCA activities when possible, to online assemblies with 
hundreds of students!

Academically, Mathematical and Scientific Competitions 
were an area of great success, for example, our talented 
Mathematics students who won many gold and silver 
medals in Malaysian and international competitions. The 
most pleasing aspect has been the growth during the 
Middle School years of these high performing students 
(some of whom joined the School with a little confidence) 
- who have continued to grow year on year and perform 
better each subsequent year relative to the other 
competitors...culminating in some excellent results in the 
highest of international competitions.

On the sports field, although we weren’t able to host 
all three major sporting carnivals, we still held two 
major House carnivals, Inter-School sport, and had 
students participating in State or International levels. The 
opportunities in the Creative and Performing Arts have 
enabled students to participate enthusiastically online 
as well, and we thank all of the Creative Arts staff for 
their wonderful support throughout the year. In Design 
and Technology, we introduced Fabrics and Food in 
Mandatory Technology in Year 7 (with an entirely new 

food lab); my thanks also to the staff who contributed 
greatly to this initiative and to the Taylor’s Group for their 
assistance in creating this all-new lab.

It was also pleasing to see leadership skills developing 
amongst our students who took on responsibilities in 
various arenas. Our Arts, Community, Events and Sports 
Captains performed admirably in their roles - alongside 
the House Captains. Additionally, our Middle and Senior 
Vice and School Captains contributed enormously. I 
am always amazed and very proud of how our students 
work for and lead each other - and learning to lead online 
was a particularly impressive development in their ever 
growing capacities as young leaders.

Our Year 12 HSC graduates will hopefully look back 
on their exam stresses (which this year included the 
constant threat of navigating police and army roadblocks 
to sit examinations at school!) - and wipe them away as 
they remember the opportunities and events throughout 
their entire schooling that helped shape their learning 
journeys. One of the year group’s legacies is their 
resilience and persistence in still accomplishing their 
goals. We thank our parents for their enormous support 
for all of our students.

Vice-President Elect of the United States of America, 
Kamala Harris, said in her acceptance speech in 
November (after a prolonged election vote-counting 
period!):    "And to the children of our country, regardless 
of your gender, our country has sent you a clear 
message: Dream with ambition, lead with conviction, 
and see yourself in a way that others might not see you, 
simply because they've never seen it before. And we 
will applaud you every step of the way."  She will be the 
first woman, the first woman of color, and the first Asian-
American woman, to serve as Vice-President of the USA. 
How fortunate our students are to live in times not of 
despair, but of hope and inspiration. For what we have 
seen as an unfair and terrible time for our graduating 
students, has actually been something that I am sure 
they will turn into a regular expectation on which they can 
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Head of Middle & Senior
Mr Ivan McLean

build the future, as something we’ve never seen before.

Finally, our school is fortunate to have so many 
dedicated and experienced teachers who work closely 
with the students; I am grateful to them all for their 
significant professional and personal efforts in pursuing 
excellence in every arena this year. It can be seen clearly 
in the pages of this book that the Middle and Senior 
School students and staff have devoted themselves 
wholeheartedly to the world of 2020!

Ivan McLean
Head of Middle and Senior School
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Junior School 
Captains

Levi Chandra  - School Captain

Motto for 2020
“I’m proud to lead the school as School Captain 
because of all the support and kindness I get from the 
teachers and students.”

Can I see my friends again? Please? And what a surprise, 
the answer was no. Coronavirus has made everyone 
disappointed. But online learning has kept us busy. With 
the amazing teachers that taught us from home, we weren’t 
sitting around all day doing nothing. Switching to online 
learning, then not, then on again has sort of been like a 
teaser to a movie. Although there are many positives, I 
mostly feel, and I think you guys do too, that we preferred 
face-to-face learning. But who are we to control that. Before 
this happened we never even knew what a pandemic was. 
Now we are the masters of that area. All the farewells 
and excursions and special days and the school camp we 
missed (it feels like I could go on forever) made us all cry 
in agony. But thus far in coronavirus, there is nothing Year 
5 can do to save the world (like we usually do). But I think 
Year 5 has survived coronavirus and have done well in 
online learning. It has been a privilege to be your School 
Captain. See you in Year 6.

Isabella Muir  - School Captain

Motto for 2020
“I am proud to lead at AISM because I get to help, 
encourage and inspire kids to be the best they can be”

Well, we made it!! We are at the end of our time in Junior 
School, and hasn’t it been a roller coaster ride! As we are 
getting ready for our first year in MSS and leaving the Junior 
School behind, we are feeling excited and perhaps nervous. 
After 6 years of getting used to the Junior School routine 
- things are going to be different. But I’m sure we are all 
excited for lockers!!

Now I’m not going to try to deny it, because we all know 
MSS is going to be harder. We will have new subjects, 
harder lessons - and as our teachers keep telling us, lots 
more homework!!  And it’s kinda sad that we were finally the 
oldest and leaders of the school, and now we are back to 
being newbies. 

But regardless of how much more homework we’ll get or 
how much we will have to move around from class to class 
next year, if asked if I think Year 5 is ready, I’d say “Yes”. In 
fact I think we are the MOST ready Year 5 group ever.  Our 
ability to deal with all the challenges in 2020 has proved we 
are adaptable and resilient. 

I know we are prepared and pumped to be going into MSS 
next year. So let's do this!!
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Junior School
Captains

Matilda Whitaker - Vice Captain

Motto - 2020
“A picture paints a thousand words”.

My favourite memories from AISM Junior School are 
meeting Sophie and Gabby - we became good friends and 
still are - another fabulous moment was my birthday when 
Chong Yong gave me a huge pot of red flowers.

Grade 1 was a great year because we had Mrs D - she was 
funny and I remember she fell off her chair. It was a funny day 
and she was a great teacher and loved the environment - I 
still miss Mrs D! My other great memories are from Year 4 - 
Mrs Griffin used to turn off the lights and put a fake fire on the 
smartboard and we would sit together as a class and talk.

This year has been the lockdown but Mrs Richards made 
class time fun - she always wears a costume for GMeets - 
so cool! I love the Junior School and will miss the fun times!

Chong Yong Ho - Vice Captain

Motto - 2020
“Persistence and Resilience is the key to unlock every 
door”.

This year AISM just reached its 20th year anniversary. The 
whole school is proud and joyous while celebrating. We also 
had lion dances for Chinese New Year. For the Australian 
bushfire victims, our school raised funds for them. 
Everything seemed pleasant until the COVID pandemic 
struck us. MCO changed our lives for the rest of the year. 
Suddenly  classwork, homework and schoolwork all turned 
online and we were banned from going outside. We were 
tired and confused. But Year 5 never gave up. We all stood 
together against the pandemic. We followed SOPs, wore 
masks all the time and washed our hands. Social distancing 
was one of the new skills we learned. And eventually I 
proudly announce we became the first Year 5 batch to 
graduate from AISM online. Year 5 classmates remember, 
resilience and persistence are the key to unlock every door. 
We have gained mental strength and patience during MCO. 
Middle School will be a piece of cake for us. Never give up 
and see you soon!

Levi Chandra

Isabella Muir

Matilda Whitaker Chong Yong Ho
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Middle & Senior School
Captains
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Parent
Community

“The Show Must Go On”, has been a driving force for 
the Parent Association in a topsy-turvy 2020. Virtual 
interactions took over coffee meets, discussion in school 
corridors were moved to WhatsApp, bake sales gave 
way to listening to parents concerns regarding adoption 
of online learning and taking them to school leadership 
and adjusting, accommodating the new normal. We are 
pleased, however, that the school community followed 
the mantra, “When the going gets tough, the tough get 
going”.

The year started with welcoming new parents to the 
School; it was lovely to meet all the new and old parents 
before kicking off the year. During Term 1, the PA had the 
1st meeting, organised the  fundraiser for the Australian 
Bushfires, and a Bake Sale to name a few events. The 
parent community continued with their AISM Hiking Club 
and we started Yoga Club as well. However, due to the 
COVID-19 situation, we moved to online learning in the 
middle of March. Although we missed our old routine, 
having coffee mornings and the usual community events, 
we still continued supporting each other. I take extreme 
pride in representing such a strong team and community 
which stood together and saw a challenging year 
being transformed into a year of appreciating diversity, 
collaboration and perpetual acceptance of the new 
normal. My team and I would like to thank the parents 
and school alike for their participation in enriching the 
community. “Change is the only constant”, and as the 
PA hands over the baton to the upcoming committee, we 
believe the momentum to become a stronger, cohesive, 
inclusive community will continue to thrive in ensuing 
years. 

Wishing the entire community a healthy and safe year 
ahead.

Nidhi Singh
PA President
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Languages

Junior School
Bahasa Malaysia
1. Year 5 LOTE Bahasa Malaysia  
 speaking activity to enhance   
 students’ capabilities in Bahasa  
 Malaysia communication skills.

2. Year 5 Learning Intention of   
 improving speaking techniques  
 by exploring the ‘Kata Tanya’ in  
 the conversations.

3. Both Jing Rou Loh and Valerie  
 Ong (Year 2) as a team, took   
 part in introducing their   
 friend from the portrait drawing  
 in Bahasa Malaysia.

4. A public speaking in Bahasa   
 Malaysia about myself by   
 Tsubaki Agari (Year 3), full of   
 confidence.

5. Year 5 teamwork activity of   
 Chalk Talk by using Kata Tanya  
 (Interrogative words) to build  up  
 questions in the conversations  
 based on the situation given.

6. Surenn Au (Year 2) was  
 introducing herself from the  
 portrait in Bahasa Malaysia.

7. Kaine Van Damme (Year 3) was  
 explaining some of the particulars  
 about himself in Bahasa Malaysia.  
 Sangat bagus!

Mohd Fadhly Bin Roslei, Adila 
Binti Parman
Bahasa Malaysia Teachers

1

2 3

4

5

6 7
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Languages

Junior School
Mandarin
1. Year 1 students are making a   
 Chinese lantern for the Mooncake  
 Festival.

2. Year 2 students making Cherry  
 Blossom artwork for Chinese 
 New Year Celebration.

3. Year 2 students are writing the  
 correct stroke order for a specific  
 Chinese character given by the  
 teacher.

4. Year 2 students are working on  
 creating their own clear folder   
 cover.

5. Year 2 students are writing the  
 correct stroke order for a specific  
 Chinese character given by the  
 teacher.

6. Year 3 students were drawing the  
 body parts and labelling the body  
 parts in Mandarin. At the end of  
 the lesson, the students needed  
 to do a presentation on their work.

7. Year 3 students are working on  
 creating their own clear folder   
 cover.

8. Year 3 students are sharing ideas  
 and doing some discussion with  
 their peers.

9. Year 5 students are showing an  
 action/ expression about a story  
 on “Tiger is coming to Rabbit   
 House”.

Yoke Yin Wan, Alicia Lee
Mandarin Teacher

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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English

Middle & Senior 
School
2020 was a wonderful year 
in English. Students pursued 
knowledge and skill development 
across a broad range of text types. 
All students from Year 6 to Year 12 
completed formal examinations and 
portfolio-style assessments.
 
One highlight was our participation in 
the UNESCO and Idries Shah World 
Tales Short Story Competition. This 
competition was part of Book Week, 
which was very well celebrated in the 
MSS.
 
Among many other things, Year 6 
developed persuasive techniques, 
Year 7 applied film techniques, Year 
8 delved into Manga, Year 9 created 
short films, Year 10 developed public 
speaking skills, Year 11 transformed 
texts and Year 12 EAL/D pursued 
Australian slang.

James Unsworth
Head of English
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Intense English
Support Class

Middle & Senior 
School
This year saw a total of 11 students 
in our Intensive English Support 
Class (Year 6: Shinobu and Wakana; 
Year 7: Jesse, Joe, JunXi, and Rion; 
Year 8: Chie, Emily, and Mai; Year 9: 
Kevin and Mei).

While 2020 has been a challenging 
year for all of us, the IESC students 
rose to the challenges and 
persevered admirably, through both 
online learning in the Continuity of 
Learning and on-campus with the 
new SOPs. No matter the medium, 
the IESC students continued their 
learning and English language 
development remarkably. It is always 
encouraging to see our students 
become more confident and 
competent in their English language 
abilities!

Marshall Kennedy
EAL Teacher
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Mathematics

Middle & Senior 
School
2020 is an interesting number! It can 
be written as the sum of two squares 
(two different ways), the sum of 
consecutive integers (three different 
ways) and is also the sum of the 
even squares from 4 to 22.

We have now completed the 
transition to new courses in Years 
11-12. We are also continuing to run 
accelerated classes in Years 9 and 
10 and our Year 10 class will sit the 
HSC Mathematics Examination in 
2021.

Our involvement in competitions 
has been restricted but we took the 
opportunity and again participated 
in the MCYA (Challenge and 
Enrichment), Australian Mathematics 
Competition, Kangaroo Mathematics 
Competition, Singapore and Asian 
Schools Mathematics Olympiad 
and the Australian Intermediate 
Mathematics Olympiad. Our 
students achieved outstanding 
results in these national and 
international competitions.

Michael Lewthwaite
Head of Mathematics
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Middle & Senior School
2020 has been a challenging year for us all, particularly 
in the delivery of practical subjects. I want to personally 
thank all of the Science and Technology staff for their 
exceptional work to ensure the delivery of successful and 
rigorous programs. In particular our Year 12 teachers 
who never stopped working to support our HSC students 
to ‘get them over the line’. You can see by the photos 
that we utilised our time at School, in the labs, to its 
full potential and strived to develop our students’ key 
scientific skills.

At the end of this academic year, we say farewell to Mr 
Christopher Shortreed and Mr Anthony Ah LIt, who have 
been important members of the Science and Technology 
department this year. We wish them all the best as they 
move forward to the next chapter in their lives.

Mark Doyle
Head of Science and Technology
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Information Software and 
Technology & Software 
Development and Design

Middle & Senior School
At various levels of the Information Technology and Computer Science program, students learn how to solve problems 
by applying algorithmic theories and logic, creative thoughts and planning, systematic implementation, strong 
communication skills, confident expression of their ideas, and mutually beneficial collaboration with their peers. They 
also discover how technology can be applied in most aspects of daily life by researching the latest applications along 
with their social and ethical ramifications.

Information Software and Technology (IST) is an exciting and challenging course, designed to develop students’ 
knowledge, confidence and creativity in designing, analysing, developing and evaluating information technology 
solutions.

IST focuses on developing computer skills through the completion of a variety of projects. 
 
This year the students created a series of projects that led to the creation of an e-portfolio.

Isabel Perez
IST/SDD Teacher

Production and design 
of a kite. 
Students developed a sense of group work by:

Researching 
Computer drawing and design
Collection and analysis of data
Communication and presentation skills

Working with Java.
Java and Typography: students as a class 
researched the positive effects of technology on 
empathy and as a group created an animated, 
moving phrase that represented their thoughts 
about ethics and social issues.

Java and Video Production: using code students 
created videos to communicate their feelings about 
the present COVID-situation.

Java and Prototype Making: students created 
a design that later was transported to Adobe 
Illustrator and then printed in a 3D printer.

Project 1 Project 2
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Information Software and Technology 
Software Development and Design

All their creations were individually presented in an e-portfolio.
 
Software Development and Design course introduces students to the concepts of computer software design and 
development. It does this by looking at the different ways in which software can be developed, the tools that can be 
used to assist in this process and by considering the interaction between software and the end-user. The exciting 
element of this two-year course is that students can choose the application that they want to develop, making it more 
relevant and exciting to their learning.

This year’s students, utilising the tools learned on software design, created a series of different software applications 
including games, interactive books, stock analysis, volunteer work apps and many more.

The HSC course builds on the Preliminary course and involves the development and documentation of software using 
a variety of data structures and language facilities. Students learned to solve a number of interesting and relevant 
software problems.

Computer systems.
Students analysed and learned different computer 
systems. The project’s aim was to represent all the 
computer parts using many different programs to 
create infographics, charts and other presentation 
tools.

Artificial Intelligence.
Students learned about the different types of 
programming with an emphasis on machine 
learning.

In groups they created an Artificial Intelligence 
application prototype with the aim to solve a 
problem in their communities.

The students created apps to help blind people, 
apps to help through the covid lockdown, and 
many others.

Project 3 Project 4
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Design & 
Technology

Middle & Senior School
Continuing to Grow Design and Technology

Design and Technology continued growing throughout 
2020. Welcoming Sherry Waleed into our team, teaching 
Years 6 to 10, introduced a wealth of Architectural 
experience, whilst Anna Wood brought her ‘green’ 
passion in to develop a combined Agriculture and Coding 
unit. We opened our brand new Food Technology 
facilities, allowing Year 7s to cook for Mandatory 
Technology (MT). Our new Textiles room also allowed 
7MT Textiles students to design and create some 
fantastic iPad covers. We now look forward to running 
9-10 Textiles and offering cooking CCAs in 2021. 
Despite spending part of the year learning from home, 
DT students continued to design and make, finding 
resources and applying their creativity and problem 
solving skills to construct a range of creative products. 
Units this year included E-textiles, Snack Attack, 
Plants & Coding (7MT), Toymaker (8DT), Life on Mars 
and Inspired by Architecture (9-10DT), plus Feeding 
my Family (11DT). Meanwhile, our Year 12 students 
persevered valiantly to complete their independent Major 
Design Projects.

Samantha Morley
Design and Technology Teacher
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Design & 
Technology
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Humanities & 
Social Sciences

Middle & Senior School
The Humanities Department comprises of HSIE, Geography, History, Commerce, Business Studies, Legal Studies, 
Society & Culture and Economics and we were delighted to welcome both Ms Commins and Mrs Unsworth to the 
department this year. Term 1 2020 saw our intrepid Geographers conducting fieldwork in both Pantai Morib and Kuala 
Lumpur’s Chinatown. Year 10 all took part in beach clean-up to support sustainability and conservation. Students 
engaged extremely well during the Continuity of Learning Program, producing thoughtful work. We had a special 
focus on source analysis and research in Humanities this year, with our Year 8 students applying these skills to 
produce excellent Medieval ‘artefacts’ in Term 3.

Chris Broadbent
Head of Humanities
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The Arts
Music

Junior School
Sally has gone ‘round the sun, we 
have seen the moon, Joe has been 
jinglin and Johnny has caught a 
flea...all whilst learning on campus 
and from home! 

It has been a joy to watch each 
learner develop their musical 
understandings and abilities, and to 
enjoy their video submissions - very 
individualised!

Thankfully our instruments did not 
catch the COVID virus and so, to the 
delight of each of the Year 4 and 5 
learners, we were able to continue to 
practise at home.

Music is Joy!

Anthony Gredig
Music Teacher
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Middle & Senior School
Our Music students had a very different year to 
normal. Usually we would have a plethora of concerts, 
performances and assembly items. In March the Music 
program shifted focus to an immersion in rhythm, 
singing, learning how to play in time with a backing track, 
and all students learnt how to become great content 
creators on their iPads.

Year 6 and 7 Music learnt how to compose on 
GarageBand and Ableton on iPad and then created 
some amazing game music scores to match and 
synchronise with their own screen recordings of their 
favourite iPad games. Both year groups learnt how to 
turn their kitchens into a drum kit and created various 
CoVideos (Collaborative Videos) for ‘Like a Drum’ and  
‘Happy’ (Year 6) and ‘Dance Monkey’, ‘Dancing in my 
Room’ and ‘Strange Kids in the Kitchen’ - look out for all 
these videos on our creative arts week youtube premiere 
concert.

When we did manage to have some face to face 
learning, Year 6 spent some time learning the ukulele 
and drum kit, whilst the Year 7 cohort experienced the 
‘Malaysian Gamelan’ and extended their ukulele and 
instrumental skills.

Year 8 came to music in second semester and started 
building group Music Videos and MashUps; however, we 
had to move to a personal talent show ‘Short and sweet’ 
when we went into the Continuity of Learning program a 
second time.

Year 9 and 10 Music have become expert content 
creators. They were showcased early in the year for their 
exciting “Pirate drumming” and if you look for the end of 
year YouTube online concert, you will see their amazing 
mashup videos and original compositions.

Year 11 Music created some amazing 8 minute Video 
selfies analysing their favourite film as part of the 
preliminary course. They had to learn how to include 

The Arts
Music

integrated musicological analysis, matching video and 
multimedia excerpts and then organise them all into a 
logical musicological analysis. You may have seen their 
‘I Want It That Way” performance/CoVideo earlier in the 
year.

Year 12 Music. What a challenge they were given. 
A year without showcases, assembly performances 
and concerts meant that it was hard to build stamina 
and performance momentum, so they had to adapt to 
becoming household musicians and ensure a solid 
practice routine. This was extremely difficult for 10 
weeks, with everyone else in their homes either studying, 
learning or indeed parents trying to be in conferences 
for their own working commitments. Let’s not fail to 
mention that many students live in environments with 
close neighbours and the issues that arise from that. 
One student, Alyssya, had to do her practical and written 
examinations in Istanbul, Turkey due to border closures 
worldwide.

Unlike every other school doing the HSC in Australia, 
the international schools in Malaysia, Hong Kong and 
Singapore did not have visiting live marking. This was 
a first. The students were told with little notice they had 
to create videos to send back to Australia to mark. This 
was a challenge, as video is never really as good as the 
live performance. The students, Mr Thwaites and Mr 
Ervin created some amazing videos to package back 
to Australia and you will also find excerpts of them on 
the Creative Arts week premiere. Three of our students 
created compositions using Musescore and Sibelius.

It was a huge journey for the HSC Music class of 
2020 and they should all be congratulated. Well done 
- Alyssya, Jessica, Liam, Maria, Moe and Zoe - you 
excelled under very unusual circumstances. 

Greg Thwaites
Head of Arts
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The Arts
Music
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The Arts 
Drama

Middle & Senior 
School
Drama has had an exciting year 
with many awesome online 
performances as well as a few lucky 
plays in the Black Box Theatre! 
Year 6 showcased their awesome 
collaboration skills in Melodrama, 
poetry and their very own original 
plays. Year 7 were able to perform 
their mini musicals online and create 
solo Basel mask performances. Year 
8 completed their short films in CoL 
and were able to make hilarious 
mockumentaries. Years 9 and 10 
were one of the only classes who 
had the opportunity to perform in 
the Black Box Theatre with their 
Shakespeare duologues and finally 
the Senior classes demonstrated 
resilience, hard work and a positive 
attitude as they completed their 
assessments this year. To say I am 
impressed with all of the students is 
an understatement! Well done AISM 
Drama students. I am super proud of 
all of you!

Samantha Lindsay
Drama Teacher
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The Arts 
Visual Arts

Middle & Senior 
School
It's been an interesting year in the 
Art Room with the combination 
of online and in class learning. 
Regardless of the challenges this 
has presented in terms of limited 
materials at home and quick 
changes to art programs, our art 
students have, as always, risen 
to the challenge to create some 
exceptional pieces of art. All arts 
students are to be commended 
for their continued creativity and 
dedication to their art this year. As 
always, I look forward to seeing their 
future creations in 2021.

Kim Ritchie
Visual Arts Teacher
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The Arts 
Photography

Middle & Senior 
School
The Photography and Digital Media 
students have worked hard this year 
and developed some wonderful 
skills in analysing digital artists and 
artworks. They have developed their 
post-production skills and pushed 
the boundaries of their creativity in 
utilising these techniques to explore 
the changing world around them. 
This year has been challenging to 
say the least and these youngsters 
have taken charge of their learning 
and steered the curriculum towards 
their interests. Here is a collection of 
their best works to inspire you.

Shehrbano Waleed
Photography Teacher
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Malaysian Cultural 
Studies

Junior School
The year of 2020 has truly been a 
year filled with courage, concerns 
and togetherness in surviving this 
new norm of learning.

“Kekuatan tidak datang dari 
kemampuan fizikal semata, ianya 
turut lahir dari semangat yang 
tidak pernah mengalah”.

“Belajarlah dari masa lalu demi 
masa depan yang gemilang. Apa 
yang penting, jangan berhenti 
untuk terus bertanya dan 
bertanya”.

It was a wonderful year at AISM 
Junior School, the teaching and 
learning of Malaysian Cultural 
Studies provides an opportunity 
for the students to understand, 
appreciate and respect the various 
cultures of the community. They 
explored more about Malaysian 
cultures discussing beliefs, 
languages, customs, rituals, 
behaviour and attitudes, religions, 
food and including arts and musics 
to excel in our R.E.C.I.P.E. core 
values through continuous learning.

Mohd Fadhly Bin Roslei,
Adila Binti Parman
Malaysian Studies Teachers
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Bahasa / Malaysian 
Studies

Middle & Senior 
School
The Bahasa Malaysia national 
language is fun to learn. This year, 
students have learned the cognates 
words, speaking, reading and writing 
in Bahasa in wide areas such as 
food, sports, technology and more. 
The Year 6 students created an 
interesting artefact kit and completed 
a presentation on a Bahasa-
speaking country. 

In Malaysian Cultural Studies 
classes this year, the Year 7 
students did a great job producing 
a handwritten big book regarding 
Malaysian folktales. Year 9 and 10 
students created an amazing 3D 
model of their chosen monument.

Rashina Hayrat
Bahasa & Malaysian Studies 
Teacher
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Mandarin

Middle & Senior 
School
In Mandarin classes this year, there 
have been many opportunities to 
practise each student’s linguistic 
and cultural knowledge. In Year 7 
Chinese classes, students undertook 
a number of station games. They 
had to match the pictures with words, 
matching characters with pinyin, 
translating the sentences, and much 
more. Much fun was had by all.

In our Year 11 class, students took 
part in a series of debates. This 
allowed them to have numerous 
opportunities to put forward a set 
of arguments and viewpoints on a 
range of topical issues.

Finally, our Year 12 students 
experienced how to practise egg 
balancing during LiChun （立春), 
which is the solar term beginning the 
Chinese Spring (春) on February 4 
or 5 when the sun is at the celestial 
longitude of 315°. On this day, fresh 
chicken eggs were balanced on their 
broad end.

Hor Kai Lin
Mandarin Teacher
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Middle & Senior School
The French department continued to flourish this 
year, despite experiencing a large proportion of the 
teaching calendar “virtually”. Students partook in 
many innovative and authentic language activities, 
assignments and assessments utilising technology in 
many creative and advantageous ways to both acquire 
language, share their knowledge and expand and 
refine their language tool kits. Here are a few examples 
of what each Year level achieved in 2020.
Year 6 students commenced their French acquisition 
journey by researching a Francophone country of their 
choice and exhibiting a range of artefacts from their 
chosen place, while the Year 7 students took us on 
a culinary journey around various regions of France. 
Year 8 students, among other tasks, created a video 
to promote healthy eating habits and exercise entirely 
in the target language and our Year 9 students took 
on the persona of a television reporter to present a 
detailed weather report of France or Australia. Year 
10 students learnt how to write a comprehensive job 
application letter in French for a part-time job and 
researched a “secret” ingredient found in certain 
French recipes that they then tried to replicate in the 
home environment.

Anne Bhogal
Head of Modern
Languages
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Physical 
Education

Junior School
Athletics:
Term 1 started with athletics for ELC 
- Year 5. Pupils were developing their 
techniques in a variety of sprinting, 
throwing and jumping events, which 
finished with a fantastic carnival for 
Year 3-5’s.

Independent Challenges:
Term 2 saw Captain OZ visiting 
AISM to set the pupils some serious 
1-on-1 tests online, such as Smelly 
Sock Smash, Balloon Popcorn and 
Karaoke Plank!

Sports:
Term 3 back on campus and 
no stopping the Junior School 
pupils with Striking and Fielding, 
Gymnastics, Dance, Ball skills and a 
Cross Country Carnival all squeezed 
in. 

Muscular Endurance and Strength 
Challenges:
Term 4 was a Fitness focus! Top 
Class Repetition saw the pupils’ 
competitive sides come out with 2W 
taking the title.

Rachel Thompson
Physical Education Teacher
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Personal Development Health & 
Physical Education

Middle & Senior 
School
PDHPE were delighted to welcome 
Mrs Sharna Johns to the department 
this year. Term 1 saw all grade 
levels prepare for the Athletics 
Carnival in both track and field 
events. It was great to see students 
striving to do their best and achieve 
personal goals. Students engaged 
really well during the Continuity Of 
Learning Program, keeping active 
and producing thoughtful work. We 
farewelled Ms Bradley at the end of 
Semester One as she relocated to 
China to take up her next teaching 
appointment. We were sad to say 
goodbye to Ms Bradley as she 
had done an outstanding job with 
teaching MSS PDHPE and Co-
Curricular Activities.

Sharna Johns
Health and Physical Education 
(PDHPE) Teacher
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Learning Enrichment 
at AISM

Middle & Senior 
School
Individual Learning Enrichment 
Department

The Individual Learning Enrichment 
Department at AISM ensures that 
each and every one of our students 
is carefully and uniquely catered to. 
This incorporates:

• The physical e3 Centre, where 
students are further encouraged to 
Explore, Extend and Excel;

• Our High Performing and Gifted & 
Talented student provision;

• An extensive and broad range 
of domestic and international 
Assessments and Competitions, 
which ensure our students are 
exceeding local and international 
standards;

• Our Intensive English Support 
Students - who are at various levels 
of learning and applying English 
language, from very beginner to 
competent;

• Our English as an Additional 
Language Students - who are 
further supported within their 
mainstream classes;

• Specialist Learning Support 
provision for identified students 
with additional needs.

Katrina Reece
Head of Learning Enrichment 
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The
Library

Library Activities
Whilst 2020 presented a unique set of challenges for 
library users, students and staff enjoyed continuity in the 
access of resources through the online Library catalogue 
for physical books, and the AISM eLibrary for eBooks 
and Audiobooks.

Students seized the opportunity to hone their skills in 
the areas of research, and expand their knowledge and 
understanding of library systems.

The celebration of Book Week which took place on 
campus, boasted record involvement in events around 
this year’s theme Curious Creatures Wild Minds.

Angela Barnes
Library Services Coordinator

Twas an ordinary day,
I was on my way,
Then a fish said "Hi!" as he flew right by,

A fish that could fly?
Oh me oh my! I couldn't believe my eyes!
I looked down the street and I was knocked off 
my feet!

A whale in the sky?
A horse flying by!

That horse flying high?
Oh me oh my! I could not believe my eyes!

So I took another look,
And I closed my book,
And to my surprise,
I had won first prize,
For I was a poem writer,
And I had won a glorious typewriter!

Arjan - Year 3
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Activities in 
The Library
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Service 
Learning

Middle & Senior School
The Service Learning year at AISM began with the desire to help the Australian people who had been devastated 
by summer bushfires. So the first event organised by the Community Prefects was the “Bushfire Relief Fundraiser”. 
Many activities were planned and then implemented by a group of our Year 12 students and Year 8 Leaders, and over 
RM9000 was raised.

Another successful event that occurred during this very unusual year was the school community’s online “thanks” 
to the health frontliners who were working so tirelessly to care for people affected by the COVID-19 virus. The AISM 
show of support for the nurses, doctors and support staff was greatly appreciated by these workers.

Unfortunately, COVID-19 heavily restricted many of our usual Service Learning activities, so we hope that 2021 brings 
back our usual opportunities to give time and help to those in need.

Glen Emslie
Service Learning Coordinator
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All Things 
Sports
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Junior / Middle & Senior 
School House Captains
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Athletics Carnival 
Junior School

Year 3-5 Athletics Carnival 2020
Well done to all students who took part in this carnival. 

Congratulations to the following students who were Age 
Champions for 2020:

Junior School Age Champions

Girls Aged Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 U8 Lauren Forshaw Tsubaki Agari Billie Bradley

 U9 Jenny Shan Ruby Hart Aimee Hefford & Sharon Ng

 U10 Ashley Low Gabrielle Widjaya Emma Green &
    Cherish Wang

 U11 Riverling Choo Isabella Muir &  Sasha Lim, Hannah Yang  
   Lauren Roh

Boys Aged Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 U8 Arjan Pathmanaban Zou Cheng Louis Lim & QuentinLee

 U9 Rafael Dobson Sam Lee & Kaito Arasaki Matthew Wong

 U10 Leo Lockwood Kasra Mottaghi Ng Kar Sing

 U11 Tim Lee Jules Grange Oliver Bradley

Upper Junior School House Results
 1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
 Sauvage Rafter Freeman Thorpe

Ivan Yoong
Junior School CCA Coordinator
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Athletics Carnival 
Junior School
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Athletics Carnival 
Middle & Senior School

MSS Athletics Carnival
The Middle and Senior School Athletics Carnival was once again a huge 
success and provided an opportunity to showcase some of AISM’s truly 
talented athletes. Students demonstrated their Athletic prowess in both 
Track and Field events and competed fiercely to win House points for 

their community and qualify for the next stage at ISAC Athletics.

Athletic Age Group Champions 

Girls Aged Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 11 Michaella Widjaya Claudia Dobson Maddison Semmens

 12 Hauani Epetahui Bona Lee Wakana Matsuo

 13 Juliette Bhogal Saloma Fallander Yan Xi Lim/Shenny Chia

 14 Kua'hei Epetahui Sara Yap Poppy Buse

 15 Anna Huggel Yin Jenn Goh Pui Yee Chuah

 16 Ariana Eimer Angelina Emby Alice Tan

 Open Ashley Boudeville Sydney Maynard Jia Shwen Low

Boys Aged Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 11 Chris Youn Fynn Ritchie Shusuke Agari

 12 Yizhen Ma Rion Connolly Cedric Boudeville

 13 Tetsuto Masunaga Yin Kai Tan Kevin Lal

 14 Alex Baldwin Jayden Yew Teng King Seah

 15 Alexandros Koumouris Ethan Ohlson Aidan Low

 16 Yann Zhao Tan Yixuan Ma Alif Awang

 Open Joo Hann Oh Paul Kanyaprasitthi Daniel Dicom

Sharna Johns
CCA Coordinator
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Athletics Carnival
Middle & Senior School

MSS House Results
 1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
 Sauvage Rafter Freeman Thorpe
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AISM Cross Country
Junior School

Junior School Cross Country
House Results - 2020

Age Champions 2020

 Girls Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 Foundation Mary-Kate Lockwood Amy Qiao Hui San Cherish Tay

 U6 HauaSaki Yokota Charmayne Cheong ZiTong Luo

 U7 Bonnie Lockwood Sophie Doyle Chelsea Unsworth

 U8 Jing Rou Loh Surenn Au Dora Du

 U9 Elizabeth Broadbent Sharon Ling Xuan Ng Ruby Ritchie

 U10 Annis Hiew Emma Green Gabrielle Widjaya

 U11 Riverling Choo Sasha Lim Lauren Roh

 Boys Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 Foundation James Doyle Jen Zi Neoh Edward Broadbent

 U6 Malek Moemen Elagouz Leo Jun Him Fong Yi Chen Chua

 U7 Andy Tang Nathan Chen Taisei Kato

 U8 Bailin Liu Isaac Spalding Quentin Lee

 U9 Rafael Dobson Matthew Wong Alex Furlan

 U10 Leo Lockwood Kar Sing Ng Kar Shng Ng

 U11 Henry Yap Perikles Koumouris Kensei Mishima

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
 Sauvage Rafter Thorpe Freeman

Sharna Johns
CCA Coordinator
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AISM Cross Country
Junior School

Year Group Champions 2020

 Girls Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 Foundation Mary-Kate Lockwood Amy Qiao Hui San Cherish Tay

 Yr 1 Julia Hanna Erath Alice Lim Saki Yokota

 Yr 2 Bonnie Lockwood Jing Rou Loh Surenn Au

 Yr 3 Tsubaki Agari Lauren Forshaw Olivia Youn

 Yr 4 Emma Green Elizabeth Broadbent Sharon Ling Xuan NG

 Yr 5 Annis Hiew Riverling Choo Gabrielle Widjaya

 Boys Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 Foundation James Doyle Jen Zi Neoh Edward Broadbent

 Yr 1 Malek Moemen Elagouz Leo Jun Him Fong Yi Chen Chua

 Yr 2 Bailin Liu Isaac Spalding Andy Tang

 Yr 3 Alex Furlan Caio Caldeira Andy Lim

 Yr 4 Leo Lockwood Rafael Dobson Matthew Wong

 Yr 5 Kar Sing Ng Kar Shng Ng Henry Yap
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AISM Cross Country
Middle & Senior School School

MSS Athletics Carnival
This year the Cross Country Competiton had to be organised very differently 

compared to other years and each age group ran their race sporadically 
throughout the day to allow for social distancing. Alot of students said that 

this was the most unfit they felt due to all the challenges that we faced 
trying to be active during the MCO; however, all students who participated 

demonstrated fantastic drive and competitive spirit. Congratulations to all the 
Age Group Champions. 

Age Group Champions

Girls Aged Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 11 Michaella Widjaya Claudia Dobson Maddison Semmens

 12 Hauani Epetahui Hedy Li Sarah Selvindoss

 13 Juliette Bhogal Sara Allenspach Adeline Thwaites

 14 Jasmin Van Damme Kua'hei Epetahui Sara Yap

 15 Anna Huggel Yin Jenn Goh Eelea Lai

 16 Angelina Emby Alice Tan Nena Yokoyama

 17 Sydney Maynard Ashley Boudeville Erja Mohd Suhaimy

 Open Ashley Boudeville Sydney Maynard Jia Shwen Low

Sharna Johns
CCA Coordinator
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AISM Cross Country
Middle & Senior School

Boys Aged Champion 1st Runner-Up Second Runner Up

 11 Shusuke Agari Joshua Wong Shinobu Hoshikoshi

 12 Yizhen Ma and Abel Lee - Ryosei Suzuki

 13 Kai Ter Huggel Jason Guo Tetsuto Masunaga

 14 Joe Cheun Alex Baldwin Shotaro Kanda

 15 Wynn Kuan Ethan Ohlson Aidan Low

 16 Nicolas Weinbrecht Hin Hao Loh Yixuan Ma

 17  Daniel Dicom Nathan Saldanha Paul Kanyaprasitthi

 Open Max Chevelev Ian Kim Ryoga Kimata

House Winners
 1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
 Sauvage Freeman Thorpe Rafter
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ISAC
Sports

The ISAC Sports
AISM had a great start to the year in representative sport, with many AISM students able to compete in sporting 
fixtures and at ISAC Athletics. Unfortunately, the implementation of the MCO at the end of Term 1 meant that we could 
no longer participate in competitive sports. 

MSS ISAC ATHLETICS 
In Feburary 2020,  Middle and Senior School AISM students took part in the ISAC MSS Athletics Carnival. Many 
members of the team had been preparing for this meet since the start of the year and had regularly attended morning 
and lunchtime training sessions in anticipation of the big day.

All members of AISM Track and Field squad are to be congratulated for the great team spirit and determination that 
they demonstrated on the day. 

Year 6 - Year 12 Representatives

 Sara Allenspach Sydney Maynard Kua’hei Epetahui

 Alif Awang Erja Mohd Suhaimy Saloma Fallander

 Alex Baldwin Joo Hann Oh Yin Jenn Goh

 Juliette Bhogal Ethan Ohlson Josh Growder

 Ashley Boudeville Yann Zhao Tan Cara Hobson

 Poppy Buse Ross Weir Rion Hoshino

 Pui Yee Chuah Sara Yap Anna Huggel

 Ariana Eimer Jayden Yew Kevin Lal

 Angelina Emby Yin Kai Tan Rachel Lal

 Hauani Epetahui Rion Connolly Lee Bona

 Wakana Matsuo Aidan Low Hedy LI
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ISAC
Sports

 Aged Group Gender Name Event Result Place

 U/13 F Juliette Bhogal 1500m 5:51.49s 3rd 

 U/13 F Hauani Epetahui 400m 1:11.15s 1st

 U/13 F Hauani Epetahui High Jump 1.32m 1st

 U/15 F Yin Jenn Goh 100m 14.01s 2nd

 U/15 F Kua'hei Epetahui Shot Put 7.61m 3rd

 U/15 F Anna Huggel High Jump 1.42m 1st

 U/15 M Ethan Ohlson High Jump 1.52m 2nd

 O/15 F Ashley Boudeville Javelin 22.02m 3rd

 O/15 F Ashley Boudeville Discus 21.26m 3rd

 O/15 F Sydney Maynard 1500m 5:19.45s 2nd
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SPORTS TEAMS 
Some AISM representative teams were lucky enough to represent 
the School in their respective sport before the CMO put a stop to 
competitive sport for the rest of the academic year. AISM had a 
great start to the year as highlighted below.

U13 Boys Basketball

AISM claimed first place in the U13 Boys Basketball final held 
at BSKL. AISM won all three games in their first pool play and 
continued their success into the finals defeating BSKL by 7 points 
and securing the gold trophy! The team was represented by Junior 
School students Levi Chandra and Oliver Bradley and Middle 
School Students Rion Connolly, Lam Kian Mun, Tan Yin Kai, 
Mohamed Moemen Mohamen, Jack Ma, Cedric Boudeville, Taj 
William Aslett and Fynn Ritchie. Thank you to coaches Jeremy 
Cox, Tristan Johns and Ivan Yoong for supporting them during 
training and tournaments. 

U15 Girls Basketball

AISM claimed first place in the U15 Girls Division 2 Basketball final. 
They lost their first game before winning the rest of their games to 
secure the gold trophy. The team was outstandingly represented 
by Middle and Senior School students Jasmin Van Damme, Sze 
Jia Hor, Venezia Lim, Lixuan Ng, Ee Lea Lai, Kua’hei Epetahui, 
Hauani Epetahui, Pui Yee Chuah, Lizhan Liew. Thank you to coach 
Zoe McPherson for supporting the team during early morning 
basketball training and tournaments. 

U15 Boys Basketball

The AISM U15 Boys team started the year strong. They attended 
regular morning and lunch time training sessions with Mr Wells. 
The team played in friendly tournaments against MKIS preparing 
for their first ISAC fixture. The team played really well and tried 
their best, although didn’t come away with the win. The team was 
represented by Middle and Senior School students Hoson Ow, 
Yishun Hou, Alexandros Koumouris, Jesse Sadural, Wei Hao 
Tan, Yin Juen Chin, Aidan Low, Kian Mun Lam, Teng King Seah, 
Winson Teoh. Thank you to coach Dale Wells for supporting the 
team during early morning Basketball training and tournaments.

Sharna Johns
CCA Coordinator

ISAC
Sports
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ISAC
Sports
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CCA Activities 
Term 1

The Co-curricular Activities started 
well in both the Junior and Middle/
Senior Schools, with students 
enjoying a range of sports, art, 
music, academic and lots more! 
Towards the end of the year we 
had been given approval to restart 
CCAs and all students and staff 
were very excited to get them up 
and running. However, ultimately the 
circumstances did not allow us to 
resume CCAs.

Despite the fact we were required 
to run a limited amount of CCAs this 
year, we have learned how to run 
them more efficiently and we are 
looking forward to running a great 
CCA program when we re-start in 
2021!

Ivan Yoong / Sharna Johns
CCA Coordinators
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Lion
Dance
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Honours 
Assembly

Early in February, with our new Principal Mr. Liam King 
having only been at the helm for the matter of a few days, 
we hosted a very special annual assembly in MSS called 
our “Honours Assembly”. We honoured three categories 
of students at this auspicious event:

1 - Distinguished Scholars from the previous year’s HSC 
studies. This year there were 13 recipients, for receiving 
Band 6 scores in examinations, or being nominated for 
“On-Stage” for Drama excellence. Their names were 
posted on the School website and on the boards around 
the School for posterity: Elia Kat, Eve Weir, Xuan Lin 
Tan, Chan Jia Wan, Ghazi Hakem, Darshini Anthony, Kai 
Morley, Jewel Kraus, Hollie Manders-Jones, Aoi Kanda, 
Wesley McBride, Veenaa Logenthiran and Manisa 
McCalman.

2 - Pre-University Full Scholarship Recipients for 2020. 
This year there were two more recipients awarded this 
prestigious scholarship, Raajiv Sivajothy Sinniah and 
Azeezah Azizee Rohim.

3 - Middle and Senior School Leaders for 2020...from 
House Captains; to Prefects for Arts, Sports, Events 
& Technology, or Community and Service Learning; to 
Middle and Senior School Vice Captains and School 
Captains.

Congratulations to all of these wonderful members of our 
community.

Ivan McLean
Head of Middle & Senior School
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Australian International School Malaysia 
(AISM) Celebrates 20 Years of Outstanding 
Australian Education

On 14 February 2020, Australian International 
School Malaysia (AISM) proudly launched its 
20th Anniversary celebrations with a special 
assembly to mark this milestone. The whole 
AISM community came together to commemorate 
20 years of excellence in education. 

The event commenced with AISM’s Principal, Mr 
Liam King’s opening speech. In his speech, he 
stated that studying the history of the School for 
the past 20 years will provide some insights for 
the School to know how to shape itself moving 
forward.

Mr King’s speech was then followed by a brief 
history of AISM by the longest serving teacher 
in the school, Mr Ray Pollock, who joined AISM 
18 years ago. For Mr Pollock, AISM is the place 
where school, work and community all come 
together happily.

This was then followed by some performances by 
AISM students, a cake cutting ceremony and a 
balloon drop to conclude this joyous celebration.

20th Anniversary
Event
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COVID-19 SOP 
Implementation
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R U OK?
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Junior School

 Student Representative Council

  Peer Mentoring Committee 
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Junior School

 Sustainability Committee

  ICT Committee
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Junior School

 Service Learning  Committee
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Early Learning
Centre

“To understand is to invent.”
Jean Piaget
As we are now fast approaching the final stretch of our 
school year in 2020, we have been reflecting on a year 
full of surprises, joy and challenges, but mostly about our 
wonderful children and their achievements. 

Throughout the Continuity of Learning Program and 
within the classroom, the children have been exposed 
to a wide range of learning experiences aimed at 
developing strong values, confidence and excellent 
interactive skills.  They have grown from “all about me” 
to “I want to see my friends” and from “ I want to do 
this” to “Let’s play this”. Online and on campus we have 
witnessed wonderful interactions, joyous moments and 
obviously learnt a lot along the way!

2020 has had many highlights in the ELC. Book week 
was spectacular! The Gruffalo theme ensured ELC was 
chosen as the best door decoration at AISM! “It’s terribly 
kind of the team to give us the prize!” 

Prep Wallabies, remember when you decided to open a 
cafe? You worked very hard until the day Candy Cream 
Cafe was opened! How about the mealworms? You were 
50 thrilled to be adopting the mealworms and taking 
them home, feeding them until  they grew fully into mini 
beetles. 

It has been exciting exploring different skills and 
strategies in Literacy this year. Children from the ELC 
have been on an adventure using their imagination and 
wandering through the world of stories.  The goal was to 
allow the adventure in the story to spark curiosity and a 
love of exploring something new in each child’s heart and 
mind, and most of all, to enjoy the adventure! This allows 

children to develop confidence in sharing their ideas and 
apply different knowledge and learn as they go. 

‘Let’s talk about letters’; the Prep Wallabies have been 
looking at all the different letters and the sounds they 
make by using the Jolly Phonics Program. It is great 
to see the Nursery children enjoying different activities 
to develop their listening and speaking skills. Nursery 
Geckos have learnt to demonstrate their knowledge 
through pictures that are able to be elaborated upon in 
sentence form.

Even though the children were learning online, they 
still managed to have some incredible hands-on 
learning experiences through the inquiry units. With the 
combination of Google Meets and videos with explicit 
instructions, the children explored and learned about 
the weather through STEM activities such as making a 
wind streamer to detect the wind direction; making the 
rain in the ziplock bag to experience the rain cycle, and 
carried out the ice cube science experiment where they 
needed to make careful observations and document their 
findings.
 
These highlights have helped children become their best 
selves and allowed them to develop the confidence to 
interact with different individuals at  school. 

“Remember all the fun we have had
Remember all we learned and did, 
Remember the good and joyful times we shared
Remember how much AISM always cared!

Miss. Bianca
Ms.Manpreet
Ms.Rebecca Lim
The ELC Teachers
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Foundation

Fast Forward - Foundation findings and future thinking! 
Foundation learners began the year full of excitement and curiosity as they stepped into their first formal year of 
schooling. Little did we know that this would be a year unlike any other and our Foundation Learners are to be 
admired and congratulated on their extraordinary efforts and achievements. They are definitely an “AISM Foundation 
Class like no other!”

We started the year travelling the world and visiting places of significance to the learners and their families. What 
an exciting and informative way to learn about the cultures and customs of the individuals within our class. All while 
learning how to read and write! Before we could complete our first term at school we were thrust into our Continuity of 
Learning Program and our Foundation learners displayed just how resilient and determined they were. 

Alongside their amazing families they turned the impossible into the possible and developed impressive ICT skills to 
complement their learning. Excellent authors were discovered, as they put their writing skills to the test and explored 
how to write their very own sizzling starts. Budding mathematicians looked for every opportunity to challenge their 
learning; nothing was going to get in the way of Foundation 2020!

The excitement and joy of being able to commence Term 3 on campus was evident in our 100 days of school 
celebration. We then set off on an adventure to solve the puzzle of the Mysterious Maps and learn some pretty cool 
geography skills at the same time. 

Our Foundation Learners have continuously displayed what it means to strive for excellence, show respect and they 
now have many diverse ways to communicate with their peers and teachers.

Danielle McPherson
Homeroom Teacher
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Foundation

Words of Wisdom for 
Foundation students 2021
“Pay attention to the lesson and study hard 
in class.”
Amy 

“You can go out of your chair when the 
teacher says, You can’t go out of your seat if 
the teacher hasn't said. Be appropriate.”

Edward 

“You’re going to learn to read, so you need 
to go to bed early so your brain can learn.” 

James 

“When you go out in the playground you 
have to wear a mask and wear a hat, ok.”

Jesse 

“Be helpful and help your friends.”

Jian Zi

“This is what the ELC kids need to know. 
Always wash your hands before you touch 
Melaka, ask a teacher before you feed her. 
Ask the teacher before you go to the toilet, 
you can go by yourself. If you need to fill 
up your water bottle you can do that at the 
fountain by the ELC. When you're learning 
you need to make sure you're listening 
and always put your hand up. Always wear 
school uniform unless it is a special day.”

Mary Kate 

“Work, work, work, play, play, play.”

Maya 

“The one to two things the ELC needs to 
know is always listen to the teacher and 
share your toys.”

Thomas
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Year 1

“Obstacles don’t have to stop you. If you run 
into a wall, don’t turn around and give up. 
Figure out how to climb it, go through it, or 
work around it.”  - Michael Jordan.

The year will be remembered for many reasons, 
for some, it will be the challenges we faced. 
For 1G, it will be how the students faced 
them. It is impressive to see a group so young 
handle adversity so well. It is remarkable when 
you consider all they have achieved in the 
circumstances.

The year had many highlights. The School Yard 
Safari was both entertaining and an incredible 
learning experience. Tadpoles grew into froglets 
and then frogs and were released into the wild. 
Mealworms fed and cared for, also released 
into the wild, although not without some tears! 
Mealworms as treasured pets? The standard for 
1G.

1G

Book Week was fantastic. You cannot go wrong 
with a Monster theme. We somehow managed 
to not get the silverware, yet the stoic 1G cohort 
took it in their stride.

We got messy with Miss Amariah, we ran the 
cross country like thoroughbreds. We finished a 
book that had no ending and we recreated the 
Starry Night of Van Gough. We read books about 
pigeons driving buses and sang like a choir for 
Mr. Gredig.

You are Rockstars 1G, in everything you do. You 
are Mathematicians, writers, scientists, singers, 
athletes, readers and beyond everything we can 
imagine.

2020 was not so bad after all…. 

"Venture outside your comfort zone. The 
rewards are worth it." - Rapunzel (Tangled)

Grant Griffin / Kos Pather-Spurr 
Homeroom Teachers
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Year 1

What an incredible class! We have had some 
great challenges this year but shown amazing 
resilience and grown in so many ways.

This year we have all had so much fun when we 
were at school. We learned a lot, we laughed a 
lot and we are all a year older and wiser. 
I am so proud of 1W and the people they have 
become.

Remember when we learnt about the old days 
and were shocked that we didn't have mobile 
phones and giant TV screens. We laughed a 

1W

lot at my old photos and thought I was a boy! I 
think the most fun we had was learning about 
Minibeasts. I don't think we will ever forget about 
mealworms, neither will Ms Chaplin. What about 
our tadpoles and earthworms? I wonder where 
they are now? 

I just wanted to say ……
Remember YOU ARE SMART, YOU ARE  
STRONG, YOU ARE KIND AND YOU CAN DO 
ANYTHING!!!!!!!!

Grant Griffin / Kos Pather-Spurr 
Homeroom Teachers
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Year 2

Throughout the Continuity of Learning program and 
within the classroom, our students have been exposed 
to a wide range of learning opportunities this year. Our 
amazing students were able to show their continuity of 
effort in learning throughout the challenges that 2020 
offered up. There have been a number of highlights!

In Writing in Term 2 the students learnt  how to write 
information reports on a range of topics. They developed 
research skills and were able to do their own research 
and write notes on topics in which they were interested. 
Using these notes the students created incredible 
information reports using subheadings and even drawing 
their own diagrams or using images from the internet. 
Amazing!

Inquiry in Term 3 was an opportunity for Year 2 to  
explore other cultures through their Sacred Places topic. 
They were treated to interesting presentations from some 
of our local teachers about different religions, religious 
buildings and artefacts. The students researched famous 
buildings and even used passports to travel around the 
world! This unit culminated in the creation of fantastic 
diorama models of their favourite buildings or sacred 
places. They even presented their masterpieces to the 
rest of the class!

Mindfulness is a school wide approach. According to 
Smiling Minds, mindfulness is “paying attention to the 
present moment with openness, curiosity and without 
judgement”. In Year 2, learners have been practising 
mindfulness with a particular focus on self-reflection and 
gratitude. 

During the Continuity of Learning Program, learners 
enjoyed engaging in Wellbeing Hour and the Kindness 
Challenge as they participated in a range of wellbeing 
activities such as the ‘giving tree’, practising the ‘warrior 
pose’ and goal setting.

In Semester 2, learners continued to embrace the 
development of their wellbeing, as they engaged 
in a self-reflection journal. Each day students were 
encouraged to reflect on their learning for the day, 

record something they could improve on, and share 
something they are grateful for. Mr Richards and Miss 
Wild found this to be a huge success, as learners 
enjoyed completing the reflection, strived to improve as 
they demonstrated a growth mindset; whilst being more 
positive as they showed gratitude. 

We are so proud of how resilient, kind, grateful and 
mindful all Year 2 learners have become. We hope to see 
them continue this development throughout the years. 

Nick Richards / Jacinta Wild
Homeroom Teachers
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Year 2

Gratitude Quotes
Surenn I am grateful for my family being healthy.
Charlotte I am thankful for my lovely teacher. 
Sophie I am grateful for my nice family and cool teacher.
Dora I am thankful to my mum for explaining things to me.
Prince I am grateful for school for teaching me.
Taisei I am thankful for my family.
Bailin I am thankful for my parents.
Bonnie I am grateful for having a nice family.
Jing Rou I am thankful for my parents for working to give me   
 food and a house.
Qian Hua I am grateful for my mum for teaching me maths.
Hemaanii I am thankful for my mum for helping me.
Martiya I am grateful for my family, my health and my   
 teacher.
Yuka I am thankful for my mum.
Doris I am grateful for my mum for teaching me and   
 looking after me.
Chelsea I am grateful for my friends. 
Ashley I am grateful for my parents.
Felicia I am grateful for my friends and how caring they are.
Isaac I am grateful for your video games. 
Nathan I am grateful for playing Nintendo switch.
Morgan I am grateful for Miss Wild for making all the slides.
Rebecca I am grateful for living in Malaysia and for being able  
 to attend AISM.
Jen Yi I am grateful for my parents teaching me during COL  
 program.
Andy I am grateful for drawing. 
Jennifer I am grateful for playing with friends.
Rahul I am grateful for my new house.
Suenne I am grateful I have my mum and dad.
Isabel I am grateful for having friends because they are   
 kind and we always resolve our problems.
Sera I am grateful for my teachers. 
Aiden I am grateful for Miss Wild teaching us.
Danah I am grateful for my friends.
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Year 3

The Year 3 Legends
Wow… 2020… what an unforgettable year! We made 
educational history as we transitioned seamlessly 
between being Homeroom Heroes and Lockdown 
Legends. We learned so much this year, but perhaps of 
everything we learned, the most important thing was our 
developing into more independent and resilient learners.

We are particularly proud of the research we did in our 
inquiries and how we were able to expertly present 
our findings using our informational writing skills and 
technology. In Term 1, we explored the traditional 
inhabitants of Australia, and even got to meet an 
international scientist who was able to explain how 
Indigenous peoples migrated from Africa to Australia 
prior to 60,000 years ago. Next, we flew into outer space 
to discover the rotation and revolution of Earth and their 
effect on our planet. In Term 3, we investigated some 
of the rarest cultures on Earth as we considered the 
importance of unity and diversity and what makes us 
similar and different as people. Finally, in Term 4, we 
buzzed into the magical world of honey bees to learn all 
about their wonderful ways and their importance in our 
world.

To our Homeroom Heroes/Lockdown Legends, 
remember and feel proud of all you have learned and 
achieved this year. In the words of Dr Seuss, “You have 
brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You 
can steer yourself in any direction you choose”. Keep 
being awesome! 

Helena Blair / Jeremy Cox
Homeroom Teachers
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Year 4

Inquiry Investigations
in Year 4

Year 4 was a fun and exciting year! There were some ups 
and downs and things we never expected, like a virus 
stopping us from going to school! We adapted to these 
changes and learnt many valuable skills like resilience, 
ICT skills, how to work independently and how to use our 
time effectively. Even though we were learning online, 
we still managed to have some fantastic hands-on 
experiences through our Inquiry units.

Term 1 began with learning all about Colonisation. Year 
4 found this both fun and interesting. We learnt about 
the temporary British Colonisation of Malaysia in 1963 
and the permanent British colonisation of Australia. 
On our Launch Day, Year 4 had a funny introduction 
to colonisation when Year 1 took over the 4G and 4W 
classrooms! It felt like we were being invaded! We later 
discovered that this is similar to what happened to 
colonised countries all over the world. An interesting fact 
was that so many countries tried to colonise Malaysia 
because of the resources and spices that were here.

In Term 2, we learnt about different types of forces. We 
conducted experiments to understand how forces work 
and the correct terminology we should use when talking 
about it. We then completed an egg drop challenge. 
During this fun challenge, we found a way to get an egg 
to fall from a reasonable height without breaking. We 
made parachutes and surrounded the egg with cotton 
and other materials to protect it from impact damage. 
Things got really messy, but we learnt a lot about forces 
through this challenge!

In Term 3, Year 4 learnt about human impact on the 
environment. We worked in groups and each group 
decided on a place. We researched about the human 
impact on the place we chose. We put all this knowledge 
into creating our dioramas. The main idea was to show 
what specific environments looked like before and after 
human impact. All the dioramas ended up looking very 

impressive! There was a diorama for Alaska, Henderson 
Island, Gold Coast, Times Square, Snake Island, New 
York, Redang Island, Paris, Great Barrier Reef and 
Mauritius. We spent hours building these, some of us 
even sacrificed our lunchtimes to work!

In Term 4, we learnt about states of matter and the 
water cycle. The four steps of the water cycle we learnt 
about were evaporation, condensation, precipitation and 
collection. We even drew the water cycle, then made 
our own 3D models! It was difficult, but all of them were 
AMAZING! We also conducted two experiments. In the 
first experiment, we put water in a ziplock bag in a sunny 
position and saw it evaporate and then condensate! For 
the second experiment, we made a mini water cycle 
using boiling water, a clear bowl, cling wrap and ice 
cubes. It was pretty cool to see the water cycle in action 
in our own kitchens! It was definitely an awesome finish 
to an awesome year!

Rachelle Griffin / Di McLean
Homeroom Teachers
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Year 5

Inquiry started off with a BANG in Year 5….quite literally! 
There we all were, enjoying a luxurious getaway aboard 
Titanic Cruises, when suddenly the lights went out and 
a huge jolt nearly knocked us overboard! Our rather 
dubious captain went to see what was wrong and left 
us all scurrying around terrified in the dark. It turned 
out, the captain had struck a reef and torn a massive 
hole in the bottom of the ship. His advice? Stay on the 
ship until dawn! We all went back to our cabins, said our 
prayers and settled in for a rather disturbed sleep. After 
taking a boat out to investigate the following morning, 
the captain reported "Land Ahoy!" We thanked our lucky 
stars, gathered our most sentimental and useful items, 
then set sail for the nearby island. After a particularly 
rough and hungry night’s sleep, we woke to discover that 
the captain and our hostess with the mostess, Sunshine 
Sally, were nowhere to be seen! Despite the captain’s 
assurances that there was plenty of food for everyone, 
all the stocks we had gathered had also disappeared! 
There was only one solution, split up into groups and 
colonise the island! Keen to create an identity, each 
colony decided upon a name: Destiny, The Riskers, 
The Mountain Tribe, The Thorny Devils, Pride, The 
Five Warriors and The Living Myths. Each colony made 
an emblem to represent their values and mark their 
territories! The next job? Elect a leader for each colony. 
The colonies voted, held competitions, selected elders 
and fought for each position. Once the leaders had been 
formally inducted, their first undertaking was to name the 
island...and it was on that day that our new home was 
christened, Isle of Titanico. In Year 5, that is how you 
start learning about  - how colonial Australia!

“I loved how there was a storyline to this inquiry 
project and we role played it while still learning.” 

Isabella Muir

After the excitement of Titanic, you could be forgiven 
for thinking that the next Inquiry project would be 
a little more relaxed. Well, you’d be wrong. World 
famous Norwegian start-up investor, Birgitta Olsson, 
commissioned Year 5 to design and create a Food 
Blanda Box for her latest project. As an added incentive, 
Birgitta would be giving away a whopping 500,000RM 
grand prize to a winner from 5G and a winner from 5W. 
That’s 1,000,000RM in total (unfortunately, we haven’t 
been able to get in contact with Birgitta for a few months). 
Students were tasked with creating a food storage box 
that could sit on the back of motorcycles and deliver food 
throughout Kuala Lumpur. The boxes had to meet various 
requirements to satisfy the Norwegian investors' strict 
standards. Students tested the insulation capabilities of 
their boxes – not once but twice – in an effort to improve 
their boxes ability to retain heat. As well as having the 
responsibility of building their own boxes, each group 
also had to design their own logo and come up with their 
unique brand name. They had to plan and present their 
pitch as well and try to persuade the other students and 
… gulp! Birgitta herself, that their box deserved to win the 
grand prize. 5G Winners were Chloe, Alexis and Hannah, 
while 5W’s award went to Kensei who worked on his box 
independently. The project was a great success. It taught 
students how to work collaboratively and explored topics 
such as insulation, project management, product design, 
advertisement and branding, as well as the importance 
of testing and improving, all in the pursuit of fame and… 
ahem, fortune. 

“This was a learning experience because you had to 
make sure that you used your time efficiently.”

Chloe Tai

“I learnt a lot about different types of materials.”

Lauren Roh
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Year 5

Our last and final project for Inquiry this year was none 
other than the Amazing Race! It started off on site with 
a tour of places all around the world. We even had a 
special guest travel guide from “Faulty Tours” to give us a 
glimpse of some interesting places around the globe. The 
students participated in their very own Amazing leg of 
the race, that included problem solving and researching 
to solve the clues given to them. The students were 
divided into groups and picked a country that would be 
theirs to represent throughout the whole inquiry project. 
The project outcomes to be met were to describe the 
diverse features and characteristics of places and 
environments and to compare and contrast influences 
on the management of places and environments using 
geographical tools for inquiry. Unfortunately, due to the 
conditional movement control order we had to return to 
online learning. Nevertheless, the students successfully 
carried out their inquiry projects by researching 
interesting facts on their countries. They used various 
methods and tools to present their information such as 
slides, video presentations, diagrams, and drawings 
that showcased their creativity. After their final product 
was passed by quality control it was uploaded onto a 
Google site that was curated for the inquiry project. It 
was truly “amazing” to see the Year 5 students delivering 
awesome presentations and displaying teamwork despite 
the challenges of online learning. Kudos Year 5! We 
know you will continue to achieve great things in Middle 
School and beyond. You are capable of whatever you set 
your mind to!

“We got to research a country. It was very 
interesting. I even had the national food of a State 
for dinner once.”

Levi Chandra
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Year 12
Major Project

Every year is an adventure for Year 
12 Design and Technology students, 
but 2020 was our biggest yet. 
Developing a year long independent 
product during the MCO was a 
challenge. Yet it also provided 
authentic, industry level experience 
at managing projects remotely whilst 
dealing with constantly changing 
circumstances and needs. By far 
one of the biggest challenges was 
prototyping at home, which required 
high level creativity. I’m so proud to 
have mentored this cohort as they 
delivered this wonderful range of 
products despite of COVID-19!

Samantha Morley
Design and Technology Teacher
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Year 12
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Totally
Committed

Sydney Maynard - 11 years

I am sad that this chapter of my life has come to an end, AISM has provided 
the best environment for me to grow up in. During my 11 years at AISM, I 
have formed strong friendships with people from all over the world, created 
valuable memories that I will forever cherish and learnt much more than 
just Maths or English, such as leadership skills, confidence, flexibility and 
teamwork. It’s crazy to think how fast time has gone, especially Year 12; it 
feels like just yesterday we had mixed emotions about finally getting to wear 
the red shirts. 
 
My favourite thing about this school community is how close everyone is to 
each other. The Year 12 cohort became a family and support system and 
teachers weren’t just teachers but our friends that we could laugh with and 
would always be there to give us advice. I will miss sprinting to the canteen 
on roti canai Wednesdays, doing the conga at assemblies, experiencing 
new adventures at school camps, making tik toks in the common room, 
teamwork at house carnivals and will never forget the day I was allowed to 
bring my pony to school in Year 2 for 'what you want to be when you grow 
up day'. AISM has taught me to always be positive, live in the moment and 
jump at the opportunities you are given because it will be over before you 
know it.  
 
I will never forget the memories and experiences I have from AISM.

Marcus Ho - 13 years

A hundred words isn’t enough to describe these last thirteen years, but I’ll do 
my best.

It feels like a thousand years since I came to this school. A thousand years 
since I first wore the white Junior School uniform. On that very first day, I 
had a new family. And as a family, we have persevered through difficulties 
and worked together as a cohesive unit, bound for a single path of success. 
We’ve learnt together and played together in harmony, as one heart and one 
united voice. 

As I look back on my thirteen-year journey, I can only say thank you. Thank 
you to my teachers, who guided me through my studies. Thank you to 
my friends, for enforcing the idea that I never walked alone. Thank you 
to my family, for supporting me since the beginning. Thank you AISM, for 
everything.

I will never forget my time at AISM.
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Totally
Committed

Lharanya Somasundaram - 13 years

It’s hard to believe that my 13 years at AISM are finally coming to an end. 
While it’s a relief to be free of the stress of exams, I don’t know what I would 
do without the school moving into the next chapter of my life. My experience 
here has truly shaped me into the person I am today; my entire experience 
of growing up has taken place in these very halls. And it has been nothing 
short of an incredible and diverse experience. From organising community 
events, the thrill of performing centre stage and all the friends I’ve made 
along the way, there’s not possibly enough space for me to write about all the 
opportunities I’ve had and the things I have learnt!  
 
So, while my long, long history at AISM has come to a close, the memories 
I’ve made will forever be embedded in my mind.

Alexander Kam - 13 years

Finally after 13 long awaited years, our studies come to a close in a 
tumultuous, turbulent, tempestuous fashion, an accurate reflection of 
the confusion and chaos that is the HSC. Ubiquitously, the school spirit 
has tied us all together, just as it has done for all of AISM’s history 
- bridging its diverse and resilient community through support and 
strength. Culminating into this final year, I reminisce and reflect upon the 
several opportunities presented to me; debating in Yale University for 
World Scholar’s Cup, chairing and participating in the Security Council 
in THIMUN Singapore, and presenting breakthrough innovations in the 
Asia-Pacific Forum for Science Talented in Taiwan. Kindergarten to 
Middle School to Year 12, I've had the pleasure of building friendships and 
bidding farewells to truly unique students and teachers whom I hope to 
remember for the rest of my life. Thank you, AISM!
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How quickly time flies! It is hard to 
believe our three years in Malaysia 
is almost over. We have loved 
teaching at AISM and getting 
to know the fantastic students, 
teachers and parents here in 
Malaysia. Thank you for all the fun 
memories. We will miss you all and 
wish everyone the best of luck for 
the future. Let the next adventure 
begin!

You know you have enjoyed 
working somewhere when it 
really doesn’t feel like work at 
all. AISM has a special kind 
of vibe when you walk in the 
door, people are kind and 
welcoming, and the students 
are just wonderful. Thank you 
to everyone who has made 
my time at AISM special. I will 
take with me so many great 
memories and experiences.

I want to thank all the 
wonderful students I had 
the privilege to teach this 
half year and wish them all 
the very best in their future 
studies and endeavours in 
life. I’m also grateful and 
heartened by the warm 
welcome I received from the 
greater AISM community 
and by the generosity 
and kindness of so many 
colleagues. Merci beaucoup 
et au revoir! 

How lucky I feel to have had 
the opportunity to teach at 
AISM for the last five years! 
I take back to Australia 
so many joyful and happy 
memories of my time in 
Malaysia, which I will always 
hold close to my heart. Thank 
you to all of the amazing 
students, families and staff 
for your support and I wish 
you all a very successful and 
happy future! May our paths 
cross again one day! 

It’s been a pleasure teaching 
in AISM and I have learnt 
a lot in my first year of 
school teaching. I love the 
school and the beautiful 
surroundings, and not to 
forget making music together. 
Music is joy! Thank you for all 
the wonderful support from 
staff members and lovely 
students. We shall meet 
again and wish you all the 
best!
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AISM, I have loved the last two years teaching 
PE in the Junior School. Every day I have 
laughed, smiled and felt so proud to see all 
the pupils working so hard, enjoying being 
active and showing their competitive sides at 
any opportunity. I have made some life-long 
friends and memories here and I am sure I 
will see many of you around the sports fields 
in Malaysia. This is not goodbye, but see you 
soon!

“Another turning point, a fork stuck in the road”, 
was how I began my time at AISM. I have 
been enriched by my five year experience at 
this school, for which I am grateful. To all the 
wonderful staff and students I have had the 
privilege of working with, in both the Junior 
School and the Middle and Senior School, I say, 
‘Thank You’. Remember, life is what you make 
of it, so make it the best, and I hope you, like I, 
“have the time of your life!”

Wow, what a wonderful three years this has 
been! Every single time I have entered the 
Drama classroom I have witnessed awesome 
actors, excellent collaborators and many creative 
minds. Thank you to all of the amazing students 
for putting in 100% both in the classroom 
and out. Thank you also to the wider AISM 
community for volunteering your time and 
making the productions a special memory for the 
students. I will miss you all! Don’t forget every 
exit is an entrance somewhere else.

It has genuinely been a pleasure to work with the 
staff and students at AISM for over four years 
now. I will always remember working together 
with our students to build a school in Cambodia, 
at sports day making sure everyone is wearing 
sunscreen, Rafter almost winning the house cup. 
I have been fortunate to meet so many wonderful 
individuals who I know will grow into a bright 
future. Thanks for the adventure AISM!
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